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Message from the Chair
of Rotherham CAB Governing Board
Welcome to Rotherham CAB's Annual Report for 2009-10. I have been
privileged to be the Chair of Rotherham CAB since 2008, not only because
it is doing such excellent work to support the people of Rotherham but
also the flexibility and hard work put in by the staff and volunteers which
has been more evident in the last 12 months than at any other time. The
staff took the 'bull by the horns' in the early stages of the economic
downturn and started the telephone access service, a major change in the
way we worked; this enabled more than 6500 people to access the Bureau,
prevented the queues of people stood outside in the snow, rain and more
recently very hot sun and provided a much more client focussed approach
enabling clients to make appointments.
The number of paid staff in the Bureau saw a dramatic increase which is
largely as a result of the recognition of Government and the Local Authority
of the complexity of the advice and help that is needed and is given by us.
There is always a downside and that was the building began to fill to
capacity; we took on additional premises which eased the pressure but still
interview rooms are at a premium. We have managed to sustain our small
army of volunteers who show dedication to helping others and whilst many
have left us to move on to paid employment, we were able to directly
employ 7 trained volunteers.
With the onset of funding cuts across all
budgeting areas we now have to look carefully at
how we deliver our services to ensure the people
of Rotherham continue to get a service much
needed; be assured this is at the forefront of all
the Director's minds.
I look forward to the challenges of 2010-11 and
would like to take this opportunity of thanking
the Board of Trustees/Directors for their support
along with all the staff and volunteers.
Roger Newman
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Report from the CEO
Wow, what a year of changes. The staff have worked tirelessly to improve
the service we deliver and to increase the number of people able to access
our advice services - well done to all. One of the major changes was the
move from 3 days open door drop-in service to access via the telephone
with the offer of appointments; this was brought about as a direct result of
Rotherham Council who were quick to identify that advice needs for the
people of the Borough were going to increase with the economic
downturn, job losses and squeeze by creditors on peoples debts; they set
up a credit crunch working group and in partnership with the PCT found
some additional cash to help support advice agencies in the Borough to
deliver more advice.
We have seen the busiest year in the Bureau's history with more than 6500
clients accessing our service. A big increase in the amount of debt
managed, over £16 million and income maximised through debt write-off
and benefits gained in excess of £3 million.
As well as helping people to resolve their problems we also have the twin
aim to 'improve the policies and practices that affect people's lives' , to do
this we actively engage with the local council to support their debt
recovery practices to ensure people do not suffer unduly from their
processes. We have highlighted areas of concern around the work of bailiffs
and engaged in national calls for evidence around Work Capability
Assessments which have seen many of our client group wrongly graded as
fit for work and therefore put them under considerable stress and anxiety
as their benefits are re-assessed. We continue to challenge the tax credit
system which has seen many of our clients with overpayments being clawed
back through no fault of their own and with no regard for their financial
situation.The work of our advisers around highlighting areas of injustice will
continue and is likely to become even more important over the coming
years.
A major change for the Bureau in 2010 will be the merger of Ferham
Advice Centre (FACE) with the Bureau. Over the last year we have been
working closely with the Trustees, staff and volunteers at FACE to enable
their continued presence in the Ferham area. We look forward to having
everyone on board and must say a big thank you to the mainstays in
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their paid staff, Garry and Julie who have kept FACE afloat and ensured that
a service was delivered to their client base during the 12 months of
uncertainty and change by maintaining the administrative burden whilst also
supporting the delivery of advice by themselves and the hardworking
volunteers.
Finally, Rotherham CAB has been up and running for 45 years now but the
anniversary congratulations have to go to the Citizens Advice Service which
is in its 70th year. To celebrate Rotherham CAB held a fundraising dinner
and dance with proceeds going towards a fund to install a lift in the Bureau;
currently our training is carried out in the only suitable room on the
second floor which has major implications for anyone with mobility issues
wanting to access it; to date we have raised £1500 but need to increase this
to £21,000 so much more work needs to take place. One staff member
completed a tandem parachute jump in support of our fundraising efforts brief report later on! Well done to everyone in the Bureau for their efforts
and heartfelt thanks to those who have supported us.
Annette Cassam
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Report from Operations Manager 09/10
2009/10 Has been an extremely busy year for bureau. As the credit crunch deepened more
and more clients needed help and advice regarding their problems. Job losses impacted
heavily in many ways on families in the area. We dealt with more and more benefit, debt,
employment and relationship problems as the job losses in the area had knock on effects in
other areas of family life.
ADDITIONAL HOURS/CREDIT CRUNCH PROJECTS
These projects were set up directly to deal with the impact of the credit crunch. The
projects themselves are still extremely busy giving telephone and face to face advice in all
areas of social law to people within the Rotherham borough.
Clients access the bureau via a telephone triage system where a gateway assessor takes all
their details and arranges appointments either on the phone or face to face as necessary or
helps the client through signposting to a different organisation who may be better equipped
to deal with their problem or, the client is offered assisted information from the Citizens
Advice website Advice guide to enable the client to help themselves.
The additional hours project was funded through Central Government, Business Innovation
and Skills department via CitA; this funding comes to an end in November 2010. The credit
crunch project is funded jointly by RMBC and the PCT this is due to end in September
2010. We have been grateful for the funding for both of these projects as they supported
the access to the Bureau for over 6500 clients.
NRC Lottery/Migrant Impact Fund.These projects were set up to deal with asylum
seekers/refugees and migrant workers in the community. Rotherham CAB and the
Northern refugee centre worked in partnership to set up the project dealing with asylum
seekers/refugees and the local government office provided funding for migrant impact fund
dealing with migrant workers. The drop in sessions for these projects are very well
attended.There is an equivalent of three full time workers on these two projects, one
working at OISC level two and the others are at level one.
The NRC project funding ends in October and the Migrant Impact funding ends in
September 2010, these projects have helped over 300 clients with new enquiries during the
09/10 period.
Financial Inclusion Fund Debt Projects.These projects have been running since late 2006.
There are two strands, FIF debt and Disability debt. Each project has its own criteria. FIF
debt has expanded into many outreaches throughout the borough. Disability debt deals with
clients who have hearing and/or sight impairments, learning disabilities or have children with
disability. Disability debt also does home visits.The caseworkers attached to these projects
deal with Debt management plans, Bankruptcies and DRO's. These projects have
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helped over 900 clients with their debt problems in the 09/10 period and managed over
£13 million worth of debts for clients. Both these projects are due to end in March 2011.
LSC Debt /Housing.This is a specialist contract funded through the Legal Services
Commission giving specialist advice on debt and/or housing problems. The worker attached
to this project deals with Debt management plans, Bankruptcies, DRO's and housing
possession at specialist level.This project managed over 2 million pounds worth of debt on
behalf of clients over the year.
Coalfields Regeneration Trust.This project was set up in partnership with other South
Yorkshire Bureaux,Wakefield CAB and South Yorkshire Credit Union last year. The project
was originally a small £50,000 project to be shared in the 4 coalfield areas of Doncaster,
Barnsley, Rotherham and Wakefield.A presentation was given to John Healey MP outlining
what the achievements would be with this small amount of money; as a result of the likely
impact based on increased funding Central Government CLG department were able to
offer additional support and for our project an additional £150,000 was found.The project
deals with debt and income maximisation in coalfield areas. Rotherham CAB gained
£575,384 in benefits for clients over the year and helped to deal with over £990,000 of
debt.
Big Lottery Project.This project was set up in March 2009 and provided advice and
information, casework and specialist casework to 243 clients in the year 09/10 and gained
over £71000 in benefits for clients and dealt with approximately £10,000 of debt.
A Big Thank You
A lot of our project funding comes to an end late 2010 or early 2011 and a major
restructure of the Bureau will be necessary nonetheless, we are grateful to all our funders
who have made it possible for us to employ staff and support the 6500 clients who asked
for our help. The funding has helped us train a number of volunteers to full competence as
advisers; the impact of this is not just an increase in their transferable skills but also building
up their self esteem, self confidence and enabling them to feel ready for the labour market.
7 of our volunteers achieved paid employment within
the Bureau and continued with ongoing training to
achieve the CAB certificate in generalist advice.
We still have volunteer advisers and we are training
more; volunteers are a crucial part of Bureau work
and enable us to give more. I would like to say a very
big thank you to all our volunteers and paid staff for
their hard work, dedication and willingness to change
to enable the Bureau to improve its services; and this
year has seen many changes!
*
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All Change!
A brief anecdote to show the challenging life of the bureau
looking back at the last 13 months
During the many years I have been employed with Rotherham CAB there
have always been changes, and again this year everyone once again rose to
the many challenges. The additional changes for 2009-2010 were much
needed to cope with the growing numbers of people needing our service.
The employment of existing Generalist Advice volunteers on the newly
funded projects the Credit Crunch and Additional Hours, identified and
funded as a direct result of the economic crisis, has enabled our small office
space to be staffed to a level that has gone a long way to meeting the
continuing needs of the people of Rotherham.
Prior to March 2009 clients attended Open door sessions, often waiting for
several hours in the Bureau having already queued in the cold and rain for
an hour or so before we opened; this was not ideal for the clients and put
considerable pressure on the volunteers and staff managing the crowded
waiting room whilst each person was seen on a 'first come, first served'
basis and all their issues dealt with.The new system has Clients being
offered the option of a 'telephone' or a 'face to face' appointment via a
gateway interview (a bit like triage at A&E!) which is largely accessed via the
telephone.The new system gives our clients a much more personalised
service with their arrival at the Bureau being far less traumatic and they get
seen within 10 minutes of their appointment time.
I can't say the change initially went smoothly as with any new changes in the
workplace people have to provide flexibility, patience, tolerance and a really
good sense of humour, all excellent attributes for CAB workers. Prior to
the first week when clients were to attend appointments we had to look at
rearrangement of rooms, including people to achieve the required
outcomes. Telephone Gateway being a totally new service and room space
and resources being minimal, both the Advice Manager and myself as Session
Supervisor to the Generalist advisers, gave up our desk space to the
Telephone Gatewayers to enable them to use our phones.Versatility always
on the cards!!!!! We both decided that a large clipboard, pen attached,
instead of a desk, and our own chair with wheels, would suffice!
8

Fortunately further space was secured in early summer for the LSC and
Welfare Rights Worker along with their admin support; a room was freed
up enabling a dedicated telephone room.
For clients the process has also changed considerably. Previously clients
problems were dealt with within one interview (often in excess of two
hours at a time), whereas now one problem at a time is dealt with on
appointment and the option of further follow up appointments are made if
the client requires this. Interview rooms are still limited therefore room
rotas are stringent in order to accommodate both Generalist and Specialist
workers.
A recent sample from the Generalist Advice client satisfaction survey,
indicated that the majority of clients were very happy with the service they
had received and would certainly use our Free, Impartial service again.
Patricia Hayward, Advice Session Supervisor
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FIF Debt Project Report for 2009/2010
Over the last 12 months there has only been one change to the FIF debt
team at Rotherham CAB, one of our support workers, Bev Lane, has left us
for alternative employment and she has been replaced by Lynnette Kennedy,
who has settled in very well and is now an invaluable member of the team.
We would like to wish Bev all the best for the future and welcome Lynnette
to the team.
During the 2009/10 financial year we have continued to give a broad range
of advice to our clients regarding their debts.This advice ranges from
assisting clients to make £1 token offers to their creditors to helping clients
petition for bankruptcy or apply for a Debt Relief Order.The project staff
managed £11,487,765 in debt, supporting 832 clients with 3141 debts.
The number of bankruptcies that we have been assisting clients with has
stayed fairly steady, but the new Debt Relief Order scheme which was
introduced by The Insolvency
Service in April 2009 has been
in much demand. Although
there are specific eligibility
criteria for a DRO, these are
not preventing large numbers
of people from applying.There
have been some difficulties
using the on-line application
process, but these are slowly,
but surely being eradicated.
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We are still dealing with
significant amounts of priority
debt, particularly Council Tax
arrears, but there seems a
marked increase in the
numbers of smaller credit
debts. Of particular concern is
the area of 'high interest'
lenders or 'doorstop
knockers'.These agents prey

upon the vulnerable, especially in the months approaching Christmas. Many
people are using this type of credit as they feel it is the only way they are
able to obtain a loan.We are keen to stop this type of lending and wherever
possible would encourage our clients to access the local credit unions for
support.
We are pleased to report that the number of complaints about bailiffs has
reduced and believe that this is at least in part due to the local social policy
work carried out by the Bureau with the Local Authority and Bailiffs.
Our clients are still presenting
with high levels of stress and
depression brought about as a
result of their debt problems;
by supporting clients in dealing
with their creditors and
prioritizing their debts to
alleviate the loss of their home,
continued heating and lighting
we are attempting to alleviate
this.We want to take this
opportunity of saying to
everyone, if you have a problem
managing your debts please get
in touch at the earliest
opportunity.
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FIF Disability Project
The continuation of funding from BIS has enabled us to provide face-to-face
debt advice to those with disabilities for the fourth year running.The
project is due to end in March 2011 but we hope to secure continuation
funding for this much needed project.
The project is aimed specifically at assisting those with hearing impairments,
sight impairments, learning difficulties and families with children with
disabilities and has helped 110 clients manage a total of £1,784,555 worth
of debt.
The structure of debt advice for FIF DIS clients differs from that provided
for people without disability; it is usually required to make effective
challenges on behalf of many of our clients that lack capacity and that are
also vulnerable, when initially establishing their liability. Extended case work
and contact with multiple agencies results in a rewarding and therapeutic
outcome for the clients but involves a greater level of case management and
administration.There is increased evidence of irresponsible lending on
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behalf of the credit industry and their strict recovery
procedures including breaches of OFT guidelines. Disputes
regarding liability results in a higher level of complaints that
need to be made in order to protect already vulnerable
clients from increased levels of stress and anxiety that have
a negative impact on their emotional health and well being.
The clients are complimentary about the levels of work
that are conducted on their behalf and without this
assistance they would be left in isolation and ultimately with a higher level
of indebtedness, which they simply would be unable to manage.
6% of the client's we advised were referred to us from our partner
organisations (Contact A Family, Community Mental Health Team,
Rotherham Advocacy Partnerships, Social Services, GPs).The referral rate
from other key partner agencies (RNIB, RNID, Mencap) has been
disappointing and we will strive to raise the profile of the Project with
those partners, in an attempt to increase the number of referrals.
In March 2010 one of our experienced debt caseworkers, Nicola Benjamin,
proceeded on maternity leave and we congratulate her and Steve on the
birth of their second son, Mio. Covering support has been most ably
provided by Alison Butters. She joined our other experienced debt adviser,
Shanaz Najib.
The introduction of Debt Relief
Orders(DROs) has provided new
challenges this year and has proved a
popular and affordable alternative to
bankruptcy for many clients on the
project. DROs are aimed specifically
at those on a low income, less than
£15,000 of debt, with few assets and
for whom the normal bankruptcy
procedure is too expensive.
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Housing / Debt LSC Project Annual Report
It has been another busy year for the project with most of the usual pressures
plus a few new challenges.
Since the "credit crunch" there have been some welcome changes given by the
government including Mortgage Rescue Schemes (MRS).Though there are only a
handful of successful applications nationally, there are one or two possible ones
in the pipeline with Rotherham MBC via Rotherham CAB.There have also been
some that have benefited from a potential MRS by having court hearings
postponed / adjourned on the strength of a potential MRS.This has been enough
to get out of trouble on more than one occasion so far.
Another welcome change has been the relaxing of the rules for a waiting time on
claiming housing costs through the DWP, coming down from 40 to 13 weeks.
Though traffic has been busier than ever, there will inevitably be some that have
not had the need to seek advice because this will have helped potential clients
earlier and more crucially, in time. It is most common for me to come in contact
with clients much later than 13 weeks into a DWP claim.
The current climate also seems to have brought more people to advice services
earlier by creating awareness of advice and the credit crunch generally; the
sharks unfortunately are still cruising to take advantage of the vulnerable; I refer
to companies that don't offer the best help and often create more debt for
clients. I have had many clients that have sold their homes with a view to renting
it back from the new owners, unaware of the consequences, including not being
allowed to claim Housing Benefit for 5 years.
Mortgage arrears enquiries are up as would be expected with the current
economic climate.The burden on Local Authority housing services will have been
impacted similarly as more will be threatened with homelessness though
mortgage possession action.
The LSC has moved its base to different premises 2 doors from the main
building.This has enabled us to spread our wings. Some disappointing news has
been received regarding the future of the LSC contract which, due to our
consortium partner failing to complete the PQQ accurately we will cease to
operate the contract post October 14th 2010.
Some of the cases I am dealing with are taking more time and consequently
there are more cases opened in the year to those closed resulting in a larger
number of open cases.There appears to be more chance that I am involved in
14 tribunal work for Housing Benefit challenges.

I have dealt with 54 clients under the court housing possession duty scheme,
bringing in £4,293 to the Bureau.This is where LSC funded legal advice is
provided at court on a one-off basis on days that are listed.The rota is shared
with Howell's solicitors, Norrie Waite & Slater,Waring Associates and FACE.
There are often referrals for further work on debts and other housing matters
from duty days.
This year has also seen the introduction of Debt Relief Orders (DRO's).This is a
formal insolvency procedure, an alternative to bankruptcy if the debts are under
£15,000 and the debtor has very limited assets. I anticipate a large amount of
these in the future. It has become evident that more care has to be taken when
advising on DRO applications than bankruptcy despite bankruptcy being the
more serious. Reasons for this include the fact that the system is more
automated and that debts must be scheduled if they are to be included.
Furthermore, if a debt increases before the application can be made the applicant
does not receive the protection afforded by the order for the increased amount.
There is currently no other funded position for a housing specialist and no other
housing specialist within the bureau. I hope that this will soon be remedied
utilising the funding through the VAR managed Advice Plus Big Lottery funds.
To increase knowledge and enable the debt caseworkers within the bureau to
have a clear understanding of the housing repossession court process, a number
of them have attended court duty
days; I hope that more advisers
will be able to share the duty
court role in the future. I still
provide some consultation help to
others within the bureau and get
some benefit form networking
with the others.
More agencies seem to be
referring to the LSC project
routinely.
I have dealt with 343 clients this
year culminating in 1026 debts
totalling £2,148,269.58.
Steve Foers
(debt/housing specialist)
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Migrant Workers Impact Fund
The funding was set up based on regions experiencing high levels of inward
migration and in our region Government Office Yorkshire and Humber
through the local authority and local strategic partnership supported
Rotherham CAB; we started the project on 26th October 2009. Between
October 2009 and March 2010 we supported 173 new clients with 523
contacts achieving income maximisation of £50,933. We have two case
workers Sandi and Mark based between Rotherham Citizens' Advice
Bureau, FACE Advice Centre and The Unity Centre; to assist them with
translation we have been able to utilise the two Slovakian Roma workers at
the Unity Centre - this has been a real asset in ensuring the community get
the maximum benefit from the work we do.
This issues dealt with are mainly around Eastern European Nationals with
specific needs around claiming Child Benefit and Tax Credits. We will
ascertain whether they are entitled to get benefits and if they are, ensuring
all the correct information is gathered for them to receive their
entitlements.We also deal with a number of employment issues and have
identified a number of employers who are exploiting workers.
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Many people believe that Eastern European Migrant Workers have an
immediate entitlement to benefits, housing etc; this is not the case and they
are not entitled to claim benefits such as income support unless they have
worked and paid National Insurance in the UK for at least 12 months. As a
result of the current financial climate many of our clients are either losing
their jobs or having their hours reduced significantly; this has meant that we
are seeing more and more people on our project who don't have a right to
reside and therefore have no benefit entitlement at all as they haven't
completed 12 months in registered work.The result of this downturn in
work is increasing the number of clients we see having debt and housing
problems, the limited income they may have, if any, they have to spend on
food; their rent and utility bills get overlooked.We have also had to refer an
increasing number of people for food parcels as there is no money they
can access to assist them.
The Bureau team also work closely with Rotherham Council to ensure they
are fully up-to-date with current issues surrounding this increasing
population; participating in workshops, meetings and production of reports
and information.
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Northern Refugee Centre
Asylum and Immigration Project
This is a Big Lottery funded project supporting most aspects of asylum and
immigration advice. José, the mainstay of the project has successfully
achieved the Office of Immigration Service Commission Level 2 status
enabling him to deal with more complex issues.
The positive aspect of the immigration work carried out for the past year is
that we have given support to clients by securing accommodation and
support payments either in cash or voucher for both asylum seekers and
failed asylum seeker. Imagine someone who was told you will need to
vacate the property in the next few days and through our support be able
to continue living in the accommodation.We all know that one of the
biggest stress factors is losing your home or the threat of homelessness.
Another positive sign was the advice given to people applying for
naturalisation/registration as British citizens, we know how huge is the cost
of the application(£735 for adult and £470 for a child)so clients have been
more than happy not to have lost the fee as proper advice has been given
resulting in the grant of citizenship.
José has had clients who came to the UK on a fiancée and spouse visa and
needed advice on what to do next as they wanted to vary their leave to
remain; José managed to successfully advise and extend their leave to
remain and is in the process of helping a client to bring her 2 children over
from abroad to join her in the UK. A client with a spouse visa received the
correct advice and an application for Indefinite leave to remain was made
resulting in the grant within a month.
During the year April 2009 to March 2010 Jose assisted 104 repeat clients
and 116 new clients; from our client feedback we know how valued the
service is.
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Report from Gail Miller,
Training Officer 2009/2010
What a year, there have been several exciting events one of which was the
opportunity to participate in the Citizens Advice 70th Anniversary tandem
skydive; I will point out that my daughter put her name forward then
promptly left for a 3 month working holiday in Australia - Mum had to pick
up the mantle - not my first choice for landing! After a number of
cancellations due to adverse weather conditions the jump finally took place
on a beautiful sunny day in July at Langar Airfield in Nottingham. I have to
say it was an amazing experience and would highly recommend having a go!
If I could just take this opportunity to thank all those who worked hard to
help raise funds, your sponsorship and moral support kept me going! Or
was it gravity!! We raised £684.43.
I am delighted to share with you that the Training Room had a full
refurbishment thanks to a £10,000
grant from Abbey Charitable Trust.
We now have new ICT facilities
giving us 9 work stations, a smart
board with overhead projection and
new furnishings throughout.This
newly refurbished facility will enable
training to be delivered in a far
more effective and efficient way and
give all the trainees a workstation
to complete both their workbooks
and bitesize learning.We aim to
increase the number of volunteers
we train per year to at least 20.
We have been through a year of
change with the phased
introduction of a new training
schedule which includes certification
in Reception/information assistant,
Gateway Assessor and Generalist
20
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Adviser roles. In all subject areas the training enables trainees to have a
more hands on approach at an earlier stage. One of the key changes within
the Generalist Adviser role is that trainees will initially concentrate on 2
main enquiry areas for example Benefits and Employment. The trainee
adviser will carry out training and interviews in these subject areas, build up
their experience to full competence and then may move on to other main
enquiry areas such as Housing and Debt with the ultimate goal being to
achieve the Certificate in Generalist Advice.
It's been a good year with a record number of advisers achieving their full
Certificate in Generalist Advice work, not an easy achievement, it requires
hard work, dedication to continuation training and a full understanding of
the work of the Bureau. Congratulations All! Our training intake this year
has included volunteers and trainees who have been paid under the Future
Jobs Fund project. Trainees recruited earlier on in the year are working
toward Generalist Adviser competence whilst the latter intake is currently
undergoing the Gateway Assessor training. The new training scheme
enables candidates to learn and experience specific roles before deciding to
progress through to specific advice areas or other roles within Bureau.The
total number of trainees this year was ten we lost some on the way but on
a more positive note 2 of our trained volunteers were successful in being
given employment within the Bureau where they can give us the benefit of
their training and dedication.
*
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FACE Advice Centre
FACE Advice Centre has been giving help and advice from premises in
Ferham Road for over 15 years. Under the umbrella of AdviceUK, it offered
impartial, confidential, independent advice, advocacy and representation to
the local community.With help available in a number of languages commonly
spoken in the Ferham area, the agency is a valued and popular resource
which has been used by some clients repeatedly over many years.
2009/10 saw major changes in the Centre with the loss of the Manager Sabi
Akram and the Welfare Rights Caseworker Roger Broomhead who both
moved on to new jobs in the Borough, reduced funding streams and other
difficulties put the future of the centre under threat until the Rotherham
CAB agreed to manage the centre. RMBC supported the Centre with
continued core funding plus a £20,000 boost to maintain service levels; the
credit crunch saw the Council pro-actively looking at ways of supporting
the community which resulted in some further funding to support
additional advice services and enabled the centre to remain open in
readiness for the changes ahead.
The later months of the year to March 2010 were taken up with
preparations for the operational and legal amalgamation of FACE with CAB,
the final stages being completed in June 2010. As with any change, this has
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not been an easy process for the staff and trustees of FACE, power to their
elbow, their dedication and commitment to the centre ensured it remained
open for business throughout the process.
The challenge for FACE in the future will be in adapting to the processes
and procedures of the Citizens Advice organisation, while maintaining the
strength of FACE which allowed it to be responsive to the high level of
need in the community it serves.The number of workers at FACE has
reduced in the last year and some specialist services have had to be
curtailed but with a new advice manager and the support of the Citizens
Advice infrastructure, FACE can keep its place in the community and
enhance the value of the work it does.
Well done and a big thank you to all the staff and volunteers who have
embraced the changes, continued to provide a valuable service to clients
and taken up the mantle of additional training - all this whilst supporting
1,836 clients in resolving their problems and gaining income maximisation
through debt write off and benefit entitlements of £359,230. Through their
debt advice the staff have managed a total of £713,940 of debt of which
£114,291 was priority debts.
23

The Figures
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Clients by Ward
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The Figures
Income

Expenditure
Salaries
Rent/Rates
Utilities
Repairs/Renewals
Support costs
Equipment
Depreciation
Insurance/Subscriptions
Telephone
Print/Postage/Stationery
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£128,242
RMBC Core Funding
£96,359
Credit Crunch RMBC/PCT
£75,054
LSC
£48,275
Big Lottery Advice Plus
£2,878
Housing Possession Court Scheme
£6,061
Other Unrestricted
£49864
FIF Disability
£147533
FIF Face to Face
£9,378
Big Lottery NRC
£300
Energy Best Deal
£2,550
DCLG Mortgage Rescue
£10,000
Abbey Charitable Trust
£37,005
AHA
£46,500
Migrant Impact Fund
£49,665
CRT
£1,369
SyCF
£1,535
Lift Fund
£10,000
Modernisation Project
£131
Interest
£722,699
£550,516
£13,947
£6,864
£4,319
£16,518
£29,690
£4,495
£6,419
£10,681
£16,425
£659,874

Debt Managed
Benefit Overpayments
Business Debt
Cable/Sat/Digital TV
Catalogue/Mail Order
Child Support/Maintenance
Council Tax Arrears
Credit Card
Credit Union
Debt secured by bill of sale
Debts to friends/relatives
Electricity
Former tenancy arrears
Gas
Hire Purchase/Conditional
Income Tax/NI Arrears
Loan Shark
Magistrates Court Fines
Mobile Phone
Mortgage Arrears
Mortgage Shortfall
Other
Overdraft
Parking/traffic penalty
Rent Arrears
Secured Loan Arrears
Social Fund
Store Card
Student Loan
Telecom Packages
Telephone
Unsecured Loan
Water Rate Arrears

£75,034
£47,057
£52,358
£287,671
£99,324
£158,996
£3,013,772
£6,500
£157,552
£36,716
£39,885
£2,315
£42,228
£220,712
£59,367
£1,159
£8,273
£58,097
£1,111,517
£769,772
£2,179,846
£2,448,694
£703
£59,444
£338,738
£3,411
£176,840
£4,450
£4,710
£26,270
£4,684,194
£41,530
£16,217,135
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Rotherham and District Citizens Advice Bureau
Wellgate Old Hall, 120 – 126 Wellgate, Rotherham, S60 2LN
Please contact the Bureau in the following way:
Generalist and Debt Advice
Please ring the following number to make an Appointment
01709 – 515680 Mon,Tue,Wed,Thur, Fri
Between 10am to 4pm
Direct line
0844 826 9680
Wed 10am to 3pm
Thur 10am to 1pm
Thursday
Immigration drop in 9.30am to 12pm
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